The influence of single base changes on UV mutational activity at two translocated hotspots.
Mutation hotspots have been a staple of mutation spectra since the introduction of fine structure mutation mapping almost 40 years ago. It has been well established that sequence context is an important determinant of mutational activity at mutagen induced hotspots and coldspots. However, our understanding of the sequence effectors of base substitution hotspots is quite limited. This is because manipulation of the sequence about a hotspot site in a marker gene is restricted by the need to maintain a functional marker. In this work, we describe a generalizable system for studying sequence context effects on mutagenesis. We have prepared a variant of the supF tRNA gene (a marker used by us in previous studies) in which an eight-base palindrome, the site of two UV hotspots in the interior of the gene, was copied into the acceptor stem and pre-tRNA region. The variant tRNA was active. The UV mutation spectrum of this variant showed that the new copy of the palindrome generated two hotspots which were as intense as the original sites in the interior of the gene. Variant genes were constructed with all possible bases at the first position in the palindrome in the pre-tRNA sequence, which does not affect tRNA function. The mutation analysis showed that activity at one of the hotspots could be reduced or enhanced by the changes, while activity at the other site was not significantly affected. The base changes did not influence the frequency of cyclobutane dimer or (6-4) photoproduct formation at the two hotspot sites. Thus, the changes in mutational activity were due to the influence of sequence context on the efficiency of mutation formation at the sites of UV lesions.